DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF DICTIONARY-BASED STEMMER FOR THE URDU LANGUAGE
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ABSTRACT

Stemming reduces numerous variant forms of a word to its base, stem or root form which is essential for different language processing applications including Urdu IR. Urdu is a resource poor and morphologically rich language. Multilingual Urdu vocabulary is very challenging to process due to its complex morphology. Research of Urdu stemming has an age of a decade. However, there has not been any work reported on dictionary based Urdu stemming. The present work introduces a dictionary based Urdu stemmer with improved performance as compared to the existing Urdu stemmers. The significance of the study is the identification of dictionary-based approach for Urdu stemming as the most promising approach, especially with dictionary update feature. Testing shows 94.85% overall accuracy on test data and results can be further improved by cleaning test data and dictionary updates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A stemmer provides stem, base or root form from different modified forms of a word, for example words “mixed”, and “mixing” will reduce to stem “mix” in English stemming and in Urdu “کہا” (khata - eats), “کہا” (khaya - ate), “کہا” (khatey - eat), will reduce to their stem form “کہ” (kha - eat) [1-5]. Stemmers are essential for a number of applications which require the use of base form instead of inflected or derived forms of words. Information Retrieval (IR) systems, text mining, word count studies, automatic discretization, word sense disambiguation are few of the applications that make use of stemming. Stemming of morphologically rich languages (MRLs) provides significantly greater impact as compared to less inflectional languages. For example, an Urdu word may have more than 60 inflectional forms [6-10].

Despite the fact that Urdu vocabulary contains a significant number of Arabic and Persian words, the Arabic and Persian stemmers are unable to provide effective results for the Urdu language [21,22]. The study of stemming research revealed that rule-based, statistical and hybrid approaches have not shown very impressive stemming results for Urdu as compared to the contemporary stemmers of other MRLs. [23-26]

Morphological richness and diversity of Urdu vocabulary introduce several challenges in stemming. Urdu vocabulary contains plenty of words taken from different languages that result into unavoidable complexity because these borrowed words have a tendency to be handled according to the grammatical principles of their source languages. Some prominent source languages of Urdu vocabulary are Persian, Arabic, Turkish, Hindi, Sanskrit and English [27-30]. Following examples explain this characteristic of Urdu vocabulary. Words selected for these examples are frequently used in everyday Urdu language [31,32].

1- English (Yونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیонکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیонکٹیонکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹی온کٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹی온کٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹیونکٹی온کٹیونکٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹیونکٹیونکٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کٹی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کٹی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کটی온کটی온کটی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کটی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटیونکटیونکटیونکटی온کটی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کটی온کटی온کটی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کটی온کटی온کटی온کটی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کटی온کটی온کটی온کটی온ک�ی�khan(English: television, television),
2- Sanskrit (umang, aspiration),
3- Persian (baag, garden),
4- Turkish (khatoon, woman)
BACKGROUND

Stemmers can be developed by using a number of approaches such as dictionary based, rule-based, hybrid and statistical. Statistical approaches are usually not fully dependent on the prior linguistic knowledge of the concerned language; they make use of corpus analysis to calculate the occurrences of stems and affixes. On the other hand, rule based and hybrid approaches process the text according to framed rules derived from the grammar of the concerned language. [43-45]

The first study regarding stemming was proposed by J.B. Lovins in 1968 for English language. She proposed a two-stage rule based stemmer consists of 260 rules [46]. Krovetz also proposed a hybrid stemmer for English and this rule based stemmer also used machine-readable dictionaries for stemming. This stemmer can also stem irregular word forms like mice and geese [47].

Porter [48] developed a rule based stemmer in 1980 in which he reduced the 260 rules of Lovins stemmerto only 60 rules. Porter stemmer performs stemming in five stages. Porter also identified three problems of stemming in his study i.e. overstemming, under-stemming and miss-stemming. Porter suggested the use of dictionaries overcome the mentioned stemming issues. Porter’s stemmer is widely used for the stemming of English and other European languages. It can be accessed online from the link http://snowballstem.org/demo.html. As far as stemming of other morphologically rich languages is concerned, Thabet [49] proposed a stemmer for Arabic language using stop word list. His stemmer provided accuracy of 99.6% for prefix stemming and 97% for postfix stemming hence, 98.3% overall accuracy achieved for classical Arabic in Quran. Tashkori et al. [50] developed the first Persian stemmer “Bon” in 2002 and this rule-based stemmer improved the recall rate 40%. However, a suffix stripper is not supposed to handle prefixes and infixes so; this accuracy is only for suffix stripping of Bengali text. Ababneh et al. [51] proposed a composite Arabic stemmer based on light stemming plus dictionary approach in 2012 that provided 96.29% accuracy. In the year 2014, Kasthuri et al., [52] achieved the same 99% stemming accuracy for both English and Tamil languages.

Current state-of-the-art Urdu stemmer Assas-Band, developed by Akram et al. [53], claims 91.20% accuracy which is the lowest among all stemmers as comparison is given in the Table 1. On the other hand Assas-Band is standing at the first position among all the reported Urdu stemmers since 2009 till 2016. This fact denotes the challenging nature of multilingual Urdu vocabulary. Figure 1 provides a comparative view of various proposed solutions deploying statistical, rule-based and hybrid approaches regarding Urdu stemming. It also reveals that sole dictionary based approach has
never been adopted before for Urdu stemming. Static nature of a dictionary based approach lesser its charm. However, a smart dictionary update mechanism can resolve this issue effectively. Statistical approaches presented in [55] is, in fact, two studies on the basis of one work so, there is only one statistical approach proposed by the author. Authors in [57] used word pattern matching schemes to handle infixes and they first time addressed the problem of Urdu words having infixes to some extent. However, the average accuracy of their results is just 77.39%. In the most recent work presented in [56], authors used a rule-based approach. Their approach is capable of handling Urdu loanwords and Urdu compound words. The overall accuracy of their stemmer is 88.91%. They declared the “Urdu Light Weight Stemmer” as current state-of-the-art while it offers the lowest performance regarding accuracy. However, the discussed approaches do not provide remarkable results for Urdu stemming as shown in figure 1 and table 1. The prime concern of this issue is the flexibility of Urdu language that introduces numerous exceptions against the framed rules (for rule-based approaches) and derived patterns (for statistical approaches). Following description could be helpful to understand the morphological richness of Urdu language. Urdu verbs have various inflections for habitual, infinitive, past, non-past and imperative forms and these verbs also inflect to show agreement for the case, respect, gender, and number. These twenty inflected forms of a regular verb are further duplicated for transitive and causative forms and all these inflected forms make a total of more than sixty variant forms [1]. A language with this much morphological variations and with a vocabulary that contains the majority of its words borrowed from more than half dozen languages cannot be handled successfully without a precise and more Urdu specific approach.

Table 1. Overview Of Urdu Stemming Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author Name</th>
<th>Method Used</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Akram et.al [53]</td>
<td>Assas-Band an Affix-Exception-List Based Urdu Stemmer. (Rule-Based)</td>
<td>91.20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Vishali Gupta et.al</td>
<td>Rule Based Stemmer in Urdu (Rule-Based)</td>
<td>86.50 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Mohd. Shahid Hussain</td>
<td>A Language Independent Approach to Develop Urdu Stemmer (Statistical)</td>
<td>82.56 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Ali et.al [56]</td>
<td>A Novel Stemming Approach for the Urdu Language (Rule-Based)</td>
<td>87.61 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Sajjad Khan et.al</td>
<td>Template Based Affix Stemmer for a Morphologically Rich Language (Rules + Word Pattern Matching)</td>
<td>77.39 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. A comparative view of various Urdu stemming approaches.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

After the careful analysis of Urdu vocabulary [32, 55] and the research in Urdu stemming [1,11,21] etc., the dictionary-based approach is selected as the most appropriate one. It is also called the lexical lookup, table look-up or the brute force approach. In this approach, a dictionary of word-stem pairs is prepared manually. Words collection for the subject dictionary is taken from different sources as mentioned in the below Table 2.
Table 2. Dictionary Building Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Corpus Vocabulary</th>
<th>Selected Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 “URMONO”</td>
<td>5,82,795</td>
<td>64,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 “OUD”</td>
<td>1,53,376</td>
<td>30,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 “Misc”</td>
<td>12,800</td>
<td>12,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>7,48,971</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,07,895</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manual stemming is performed in a word-stem pair fashion according to the selected vocabulary.

Table 3. Stem Dictionary Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مطلب</td>
<td>مطلب</td>
<td>بامغنى</td>
<td>بامغنى</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ہوا</td>
<td>ہوا</td>
<td>لاحاصل</td>
<td>لاحاصل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مبارک</td>
<td>مبارک</td>
<td>ارام</td>
<td>ارام</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نجات</td>
<td>نجات</td>
<td>نسخ</td>
<td>نسخ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Along with the stemming dictionary, a stop word list is also developed. Stop words are non-content words or functional words that are usually ignored in search queries because no one uses them as query words and they can possibly index the whole corpus and hence make the search results entirely useless [56]. Interestingly, there is no predefined criterion for stop words in Urdu. Different studies show different lists of stop words. A stop word in a language can be generally defined as a token that does not provide any linguistic meaning [57]. Aqil Burney et al. [58] also mentioned that no proper work has been done on stop words in the Urdu language so they simply translated 421 English stop words in Urdu to use them as Urdu stop words. There are no guiding rules to identify stop words. Different studies propose to stop words lists of different numbers. In a study [59] a list of 150 words declared as stop words list while [60] mentioned a list of 200 stop words in their study. To avoid such vague approach regarding Urdu stop words in my study, I framed out some rules to decide either a word should consider as a stop word or not [58-60].

The most important rule among all is that a stop word must neither be an inflected word nor a stem word because such type of stop word selection will create contradictions in any stemming approach.

A sample list of collected stop words is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Sample List Of Stop Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>بر</td>
<td>برك</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لدی</td>
<td>لدی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ارہ</td>
<td>ارہ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مگر</td>
<td>مگر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تنک</td>
<td>تنک</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ایہ</td>
<td>ایہ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نے</td>
<td>نے</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>اور</td>
<td>اور</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کوئی</td>
<td>کوئی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>کو</td>
<td>کو</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A list of special characters is also developed to filter out such characters from the input text in the text pre-processing stage.

Table 5. Sample List Of Special Characters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١ ٢ ٣ ٤ ٥ ٦ ٧ ٨ ٩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A stem-word dictionary, a stop word list and the list of removable characters are the building blocks of the proposed approach and they have been discussed briefly. Now working of the suggested dictionary based Urdu stemmer is further elaborated by its flow chart diagram and algorithm [65-68]. The issue of word boundary identification is tried to resolve by providing a separate input for compound words. This way white space inside a compound word will not be treated as word delimiter like it does in the multiple word text input exhibited in Figure 2 and also pseudo code for further details.
There are two inputs, one for Urdu compound words and the other for the Urdu text in the form of sentences or paragraphs including punctuation marks etc. Text preprocessing stage converts the input text into tokens on the delimiters of white space existed between the words. Then special characters are removed and cleaned words are further processed [69-72]. Compound words should stem separately through their suggested interface otherwise, a single word may be divided into multiple words and it will produce an inappropriate result [73,74].

Following is the algorithm of proposed “Dictionary Based Urdu Stemmer”. The stemmer processes multi-word text and compound words separately. Hence, an algorithm for each section is provided.

a) Algorithm (multi-word text input)

Step 1: Take input text for stemming
Step 2: Tokenize the input text using the delimiter of white spaces. Search token(s) from 1 to n for specified special characters and duplication to remove then sort the tokens alphabetically.
Step 3: check if a processable word exist. If word exists, then go to step 4 (search in stop words list) Else display message “no / invalid input” and go to step 8(End)
Step 4: Search selected word(s) from 1 to n in stop words list. If word found in stop words list then select word as stop word and go to step 5(accumulate results) else go to step 6 (Search the word in dictionary)
Step 5: Accumulate results of selected word(s) from 1 to n. If word n reached then go to step 7 (display Results) else go to step 4 to process next word.
Step 6: Search the word in the dictionary. If word found in the dictionary then select respective stem word from the dictionary and go to step 5. Else show & save word as a non-dictionary/missing word and go to step 5
Step 7: Display Message / Results
Step 8: End

b) Algorithm (stemming of compound word part)

Step1: take the input compound word
Step 2: search the word in stop words list if found then display it as a stop word and go to step 5. Else go to step 3
Step 3: Search the word in stem-dictionary. If found display respective stem word and go to step 5. Else go to step 4.
Step 4: Save and display word as a non-dictionary/missing word and go to step 5
Step 5: End
Demonstration of stemmer working has been discussed briefly. Following section deals with its testing and performance.

4. STEMMER EVALUATION

For the evaluation purpose of the proposed stemmer, the testing methodology presented in the study [21] is adopted. Here accuracy is the parameter to measure the performance. Mathematical description of the accuracy can be stated as the given below formula:
Accuracy = (Number of words processed correctly)/(Number of total words) × 100

Test corpus namely “Urdu Corpus” is taken from CLE (Center for Language Engineering) website. It contains three different text collections. The resource can be accessed from the given below web link.

Test Data Set

There are three text files in the above mentioned “Urdu Corpus” of CLE. The names of files are “00ur.txt”, “01ur.txt” and “02ur.txt”. Each file is treated as a separate dataset. A word count summary for each text file is given below in tabular form. There are 100720 total words derived from 4325 sentences. Some 1200 words are selected randomly from each data set to evaluate the stemmer.

Table 6. Statistics Of Test Data Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Dataset</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count of words</td>
<td>54440</td>
<td>56141</td>
<td>11702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of Unique Words</td>
<td>6491</td>
<td>6274</td>
<td>2627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Words</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. RESULTS ANALYSIS

A dictionary based approach search the dictionary against input word(s) exhaustively or according to the working of a brute force algorithm. Differences in character encoding, spell mistakes, and different blank spaces make the search fail to find the same word existed in the dictionary [75]. Although the test corpora are pre-processed yet they still contain duplication and several words in irregular forms. The major issue is caused by the word boundary identification problem. Examples of some affected words are “صنعبيدواري” “میکسنسیگرایا” and “پورسپان” etc. This factor decreases the system performance because such non-word or junk entries will not be matched in the dictionary and will count against the dictionary accuracy or as missing words. Transliterated words such as proper nouns related to persons, places, and things of foreign languages also create troubles as it is not possible to accommodate all transliterated words in the dictionary. So, if we normalize such anomalies in the input text then accuracy level will be greatly improved. Typos or incorrectly spelled words are not considered as missing words in the evaluation of the stemmer as stem-dictionary of the proposed stemmer keeps only proper and correct forms of words. The approach showed promising results as exhibited in Table 7.

Table 7. Test Results Obtained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>93.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>96.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>94.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>94.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

A dictionary based stemmer is as good as the underlying stem-dictionary. A static dictionary may produce inconsistent results in stemming. So, a dictionary update mechanism is essential to handle this issue as provided in the proposed approach. A dictionary based approach proved to be the most precise and customized approach for multilingual Urdu vocabulary as compared to the other approaches. Ideally a dictionary based stemmer updated for the vocabulary of a corpus will produce 100% results for that specific corpus or similar vocabulary but practically character code differences, irregular use of white spaces, word boundary identification issues, improper joining and non-joining of characters, wrong use of diacritics, spelling mistakes, transliterated words, proper nouns of local and foreign languages are some prominent factors that decrease the
performance of an Urdu stemmer of any approach and the dictionary-based approach also affect from such factors if text cleaning and dictionary updates are avoided. Finally, the study proved the adopted hypothesis that an updateable dictionary based approach is the most promising one for Urdu and similar complex languages [76,77]. This work could be enhanced by organizing words having a different sense of meanings for the capability of context-aware stemming. A reliable dictionary can be used for a number of resource developments other than a stemmer such as automatic Urdu spell checker, word boundary identifier, Urdu to Urdu dictionary, text to speech systems etc. A potential future task can be the addition of diacritics to the whole dictionary data to ensure correct word sense and pronunciation. Currently, idioms and proverbs are not considered for stemming; the possibilities and limitations of such stemming can also be explored.
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